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FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL OF AN INVERTED PENDULUM

WITH VISION FEEDBACK

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years a new and unconventional method of controlling
processes has found a growing number of applications. Although the basic

concepts of Fuzzy Logic were developed in the 1960's, only recent progress in
computer techniques have made it's practical use possible.

The fast development of this new technology has sparked the interest in
this project to explore it's limits under constraints that result from given hardware

components. The implementation of a Fuzzy controller for an inverted pendulum
is not new. In fact, one of the first applications of a Fuzzy controller, was to
stabilize an inverted pendulum. It is one of the most referenced examples of a
nonlinear system and it's behavior is well known. The new approach is therefore
not the fuzzy controller as such, but the way in which the necessary data are

obtained. The fact, that a human being is able to stabilize an inverted pendulum
combined with the knowledge of the brain's ability to process about 25 images per
second resulted in the conclusion, that this data rate should be sufficient to control
an inverted pendulum with a computer.
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This "low data rate" approach is in strong contrast to past research that
focused on measurement updates that are 2 to 3 times faster. Of a special interest

is the fact that in certain real world applications the position of a controlled object
cannot be determined with traditional methods. For example to stop a train at a
precise spot it is not feasible to use switches or other mechanical sensors. The
introduction of video cameras and vision systems to process their images has led

to a new way to measure relevent quantities without having to touch or even to
come close to the object. The drawback of thia approach, on the other hand side, is
that just 60 half-frames are obtained per second. This leads to problems that result

from delays, especially in connection with fast moving objects. Therefore, one of
the directives of the experiment was to explore critical limits and research, if the
speed and the versatility of the fuzzy controller are sufficient to deal with them.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Fuzzy Systems

As mentioned above, the theoretical development of uncertain, "Fuzzy"
sets dates back to the 1960's with roots even further back in time. L.A. Zadeh
made the fundamental contribution of developing a new set theory to allow a
linguistic representation of rules that cannot be broken down into "black" and
"white". The fundamental character of the bivalent paradoxes in statistics for
statements that have the same truth-value t(s)

t(s) = t(not-s)

led to problems whenever a measurement of the real world was represented in the
form of true or false. The development of indicator or membership functions was
the major step to solve this problem. The membership value

mA(x) = Degree(x E A)

measures the elementhood or degree to which the element x belongs to set A.

Fuzzy systems process inexact information and do it inexactly. They
estimate functions and control systems with partial descriptions of system
behavior using a knowledge based network of heuristic rules that are provided by
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a human "expert" or a neuronal network. These rules are encoded in a numerical
framework called a FAM-rule matrix. Each entry defines a fuzzy associative

memory (FAM) "rule" or input-output transformation. In general a FAM system
encodes and processes in parallel a FAM bank of m FAM rules. Each input A
activates each stored FAM rule to a different degree. The corresponding output
fuzzy set B combines these partially activated sets in an weighted average. Fuzzy
associated memories are transformations. They map input fuzzy sets to output
fuzzy sets.

Fuzzyfication

During the fuzzificaton the observed measurement values are processed
through certain predefined expert rules. They resemble the knowledge of an
operator and connect different types of values. These rules describe how to modify
the control variable for observed sensor readings. These linguistic terms using IF,
AND and THEN statements provide a great amount of transparency and are easy
to formulate since they refer to articulation in natural language. Therefore
common sense and engineering experience dictate the entries in the FAM bank
matrix.
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Max-Min Composition

Fuzzy vector-matrix multiplication resembles classical vector-matrix
multiplication. We replace pairwise multiplication with pairwise minima and
column sums with column maxima. This scheme is called Fuzzy vector-matrix
decomposition relation or min-max composition relation and denote it by

b. = max min(a. m .)
1SiSn

for the fit vectors A and B and the fuzzy n*p matrix M. The fit value equals
hereby the membership value of the variable. Fit values measure partial set
membership or degree of elementhood.

Defuzzification

The simplest method to defuzzify chooses that element with the maximum
membership value in the fuzzy set as output B. This maximum membership
defuzzification is in practice rarely implemented since it incorporates several
problems. Instead, the fuzzy centroid defuzzyfication scheme is used. Using this
method we directly compute the real-valued output as combination of fit-values

YfinB(Y;)

B= j=1
J=1

Ink])
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The Fuzzy centroid is unique and uses all information in the output
distribution B. Although we must replace the discrete sums in many cases with

integrals, in the case of trapezoid fuzzy-set values we can conveniently use
summations.

The theoretical background of Fuzzy systems with regard to an inverted
pendulum is developed in [KOSKO]. In this book the inverted pendulum is taken
as benchmark for binary input-output FAM (BIOFAM) systems. Using the same
approach as described we take two state and one control variable. The first fuzzy

state variable is the angle 0 that the pendulum shaft makes with the vertical. The
second is the angular velocity AB / At. As output variable we use the motor

current. All three variables can be either positive or negative and are related in the
following manner. If the pendulum falls to the left, the motor velocity should be
negative to compensate. If the pendulum successfully balances in the middle, the

motor current should be zero. Every variable is therefore a member of a certain set
of values. The set of each is limited by practical considerations that result from
physical and technological constraints. We therefore quantize each set or universe
of discourse into five overlapping fuzzy set values. This is based on our prior
experience and arbitrary. It would also be possible to use a different number, e.g.

3 or 7. Then we formulate descriptive labels for each value in natural language:
PL: Positive Large
PM: Positive Medium
PS: Positive Small
ZE: Zero
NS: Negative Small
NM: Negative Medium
NL: Negative Large
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For example, the angle 0 is a fuzzy variable that can take on NL as a fuzzy
set value. Different f uzzy quantizations allow the variable to assume different
fuzzy-set values. We are not concerned with the exact shape of the fuzzy sets

defined for every fuzzy variable. In practice, we use symmetric triangles or
trapezoids as convenient shapes centered about representative values. The reason

for this will be discussed later. The question that arises during the definition of
those set-shapes is how they should overlap. This design issue depends on the

problem at hand. Too much overlap blurs the destinction between the different
fuzzy set values. Too little produces excessive overshoot and undershoot. The
optimal values depend in a heuristically manner on the system at hand and

experience shows, that a rule of thumb of 25% gives reasonable results. It is now
necessary to describe how to modify the control variable for certain observed
values of the state variables. This leads to set level implications like

IF the angle 0 is negative but medium
AND the angular velocity 00 / At is about zero
THEN the motor velocity should be positive but medium

These rule triples characterize our inverted pendulum system and we, in
general, write

IF 0 =NM

AND AO =0

THEN v=PM

The pendulum FAM bank is a 7-by-7 matrix with linguistic fuzzy-set
entries. We index the columns by seven fuzzy sets that quantize the angle and the
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rows by the seven sets of the angular velocity. The value of every element of the
matrix is not a numerical one, but the logistic interpretation as given in the IF
AND THEN statement above. In fact the element that corresponds to the example
above is located in row A0 =0 and column 0 =NM. The element value is therefore
v=PM or short PM.

0

AC)

NL

NM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

PL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NL

NM

NS

ZE

NM

NL

NL

NL

NM

NS

ZE

PS

NS

NL

NL

NM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

ZE

NL

NM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

PL

PS

NM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

PL

PL

PM

NS

ZE

PS

PM

PL

PL

PL

PL

ZE

PS

PM

PL

PL

PL

PL

Table 1: Fuzzy FAM bank matrix

The BIOFAM inference procedure activates in parallel the antecedents of
all FAM rules. We can use either the correlation-minimum or correlation-product
inferencing technique. The characteristic of the correlation-minimum technique is

that triangle in the output library is truncated at the fit value (weight) of the

corresponding FAM rule. Therefore, first the minmax principle is used to obtain
the degree to which the system activates a certain output set rule. Since we have
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multiple output set rules we get multiple output trapezoids which we have to
superpose. This leads to a considerable computational burden for the computer

system. If the necessary time for this superposition is not available it is often
possible to use the less problematic correlation product inference technique. In this
approach the fuzzy output set that is characterized by the highest weight gets
multiplied with this weight.

PS
a.)

ZE

/

ZE

I\
I

ZE

PS

PS

NS

b.)

e(k)

de(k)/dt

v(k -1)

v(k)

Figure 1: Fuzzy inference and defuzzification
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In this example we see a correlation product inference followed by
centroid defuzzification. FAM-rule antecedents combined with AND use the
minimum fit value to activate consequents. Those statements combined with OR
use the maximum fit value. We use the following IF - THEN statements.

a.) IF e(k)=PS and de(k)/dt=ZE and v(k-1)=ZE

THEN v(k)=SP

b.) IF e(k)=ZE and de(k)/dt=PS and v(k-1)=NS

THEN v(k)=ZE

The control output v(k) equals the fuzzy set of for example the angular
values

v(k)

imo(b)

imo(b)

Although fuzzy systems are sometimes referred to as related to expert
systems, a fuzzy logic system differs from traditional expert systems in that it has

far fewer rules to evaluate. So the time constant on a fuzzy system is such that it
cannot be allowed to change so fast that control cannot be maintained within the
time the processor takes to scan the rule base.

Although the fuzzy system is supposed to maintain the illusion that all the
rules of it's rulebase are evaluated simultaneously, they are of course processed
like any other computer code. This leads to the development of specialized
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processors that are optimized to allow an extremely high throughput of rules. They
are able to perform up to 100,000 rules per second of a rulebase with up to 800
rules. This performance can of course not be achieved with a normal PC and a
program written in C. On the other hand, since we do not have the necessary data
available ( recall the low datarate of the vision system) our implementation puts no
additional constraint on the system.

Since a fuzzy logic system is designed from human linguistic statements of
the situation, a fuzzy logic system is only as good as the knowledge it represents.
That knowledge may be not complete or contain errors. Also we cannot show that
the control system is stable, since no mathematical technique exists. The
alternative is empirical verification, which by its nature cannot be complete.
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Previous Work

The inverted pendulum is an often published experiment because its

nonlinear behavior is well known. However, very little is said in most publications
about the actual setup of the experiment. Its characteristics are often assumed ideal
and its nonlinearities neglected. More attention to the details of the problems that

are encountered is paid in [LAMB]. It deals with the control of an inverted
pendulum and focuses on the dry friction aspect. Especially the effects of dry

friction and its impact on the controller performance is described. For this reason
the whole setup is split into several subelements: mechanical parts, sensors, digital

control system and actuator with power amplifier. In the setup described in the
paper three sensors are used to obtain the states of the system:
1) Magneto restriction sensors to measure the linear displacement,

2) a rotary variable differential transformer, at the rotation point of the
pendulum to obtain the angle, and
3) a tacho generator on the motor measuring the angular velocity of the
motor which is linearly dependent on the cart velocity.

Furthermore the use of fast A/D and D/A converters in addition to a commercial
DSP system result in extremely short lag times. Conversion times are in the order
of 1 microsecond. An additional edge in terms of speed and accuracy is gained

through the use of the DSP system. Since the paper further dwells on the effects
of the dry friction on a tracking controller we will leave this field for now and
return to it later.
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The problem of precision in the acquisition of the angle is discussed in a
paper by [ERTAS]. It explains the advantages and disadvantages of traditional and
recent methods to obtain rotation measurements. The focus is on the opto-digital
aspect and its characteristics. The light emmitted by a LED is in this case blocked
by a disc that is coupled directly with the turning element. This encoder disk has
openings that allow the light to shine on sensitive sensors and out of these output

signals the angle can be decoded. This BCD ( Binary Coded Decimal ) technique
is described as robust and reliable and the maximum resolution is given with 4096
measurements per revolution.

Controller Implementations

As mentioned before the inverted pendulum has always been one of several
experiments used to establish a relation between the theoretical findings and their
implementations. Since the PID controller proved to be able to master this
nonlinear problem the performance of other methods was related to it, and those
techniques in turn became a benchmark for newer results. One approach was taken

by [FLUEGGE] solving a corresponding minimum time calculus of variations
functional minimization optimal control problem. This implies solving a nonlinear
two-point boundary problem involving twice as many differential equations as the
dimension of the basic state problem. As we can easily see, this means in our case
solving eight differential equations simultaneously, which can be considered time-

consuming. One of the most recent papers is Anderson's [ANDERS]
development of a Lyapunov optimal feedback control. Although the theoretical
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results haven't been implemented in hardware, the simulations give us at least a

picture about its performance and limitations. The concept is to specify sets of
trajectories that we would like to achieve in the state space, for example a
direction of motion at each state. A decent function V(t) can be chosen as any

suitable measure of distance to the target. The only requirement is that if dV(t)/dt
<0 can be achieved, then x(t) approaches the target. After choosing a descent
function V(t) a feedback control u(t) is calculated to drive the states in the
direction opposite to the gradient817(t)/8x, or as close to this preferred location as

possible under given constraints. Lyapunov optimal control chooses a control that
is continuous around the direction of approach to the target. The preferred
directions are specified by continuous directional derivatives of V(x), and
therefore the resulting control is also continuous.

For an inverted pendulum the equations of motion are given as
ii = x2
.i2 = sin x,

2cx2 + u

with xl the angle and x2 the angular velocity. Compared with our experiment, we
notice that the damping is zero and the torque u results from the acceleration of
the sled ua since the equation of motion is

6 =Isin 0- cos cl1

The actual derivation is shown in a later chapter.

/
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In computing the optimal control u(t) we will find that we may not get a
unique solution. In such cases the optimal control is a member of a set of controls

and we have to find selection criteria in addition to the Lyapunov function to
ensure that there is a one to one relation between each state and corresponding

control. The H(x,ua) function for our system is given from Andersons paper
without proof

11(x,uj=

8V
x + 8V (g sm x
8x 2 Sx2 /
[X22 4 -g sin xi
/

)

cos x

i

cos xi lin

2

I/2

and the scalar valued control u(t) is chosen to minimize this function. We have to
note that there are points where an extrema for H(x,u) occurs when the partial
derivative of H(x,u) with respect to ua is zero, assuming that the velocity vector is
zero.

dfl(x,ua)
du

a

dV
dx x2
1

dV cosxl
dx2

1

X2 + 2 ( sinx

cosx
3/2

.
[ x + (g smx

2

1

cosxl a
1

\2
1

la
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The value of u which results in an extremum can be shown to equal

U

a ext

=

1

1

COS Xi

g sin x,

1

1
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8V
x2

/

8xi

8V8x

/

` cos x
2

1

1

When x2=0 , uext cannot be used for u(t) because an equilibrium is created
which has to be avoided by a constraint. We therefore get a control function u* (t).

u (x) =

arg min {H-(x,u,,,x,),H(x,u.),H(x,-u...)}

x2 =o

sgn (sin XI )u.

x2

#0

To find the Lyapunov function we have to combine an ellipse, the energy
squared function and a third component to take care of areas in which one of them
alone would have an undesirable behavior. The use of this function results in an
almost everywhere successful controller as simulations discussed in [ANDERS]
prove. A problem although pose saddle points that result in boundary trajectories
that have path lengths of infinite time. Therefore it is theoretically possible to have
states for which the system does not converge, although the real world
perturbations make them unlikely.

If we compare our implemented fuzzy controller with this optimal control
procedure, we can clearly see, that it poses a lesser computational burden on the
computer system. Also it is easier to grasp and mathematically less complicated.
Of course we will expect the fuzzy system to be less efficient and in many respects
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"non optimal". One of the big advantages of fuzzy logic control its ease of
implementation over the optimal control technique. A problem that arises with the
new control techniques is, that it is sometimes hard to prove a convergence of the
system for all states. This is true as we saw for the Lyapunov method, but is even
more pronounced for the fuzzy system, where no prove of stability or convergence
exists since it is purely based on experience.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup of our inverted pendulum consists of the following

parts. An x-y table is used to mount an inverted pendulum. A video camera and a
vision computer are used as sensor to obtain the states of the system . The
controller is implemented on an 386 personal computer using Borland C++. The
actuator consists of a DC motor driven by a pulse width modulated current.

Figure 2: Experimental setup (overview)
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RS 232 Serial Comm.

0

:f1

NMI

III

I

Video Picture

II

I

II

I

II

Control Monitor

III

Personal Computer

Vision System

RS 170 Analog Signal

Analog Control Signal

Video Camera

-41(--)10x

DC Motor

Figure 3: Diagram of the experimental setup

The Mechanical Part

The sled is driven by a lead screw that is directly coupled to a DC motor

and guided by two steelbars using bearings. The pendulum itself consists of a 70
cm long rod and a wooden ball. The center of mass can hereby be assumed to be at
the top of the rod. The pendulum can rotate in the vertical plane using low friction

roller bearings. Possible deviations range up to ±90° , but are in reality restricted
to a much smaller range by the constraints of the system.
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Figure 4: Mechanical system with pendulum

The Data Aquisition Part

To control the system it is necessary to measure the different states. In our
case we use an Intelledex vision system with a video camera for this purpose. The
camera is equipped with a 16mm lens. The brightness of the object can be adjusted
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using different apertures. The vision computer is the current HR model with a
memory management unit. It allows to transfer frames or single rows from the
A/D buffer to the main memory without big delays. Then the information is
evaluated and written to the serial port. The RS 232 is set to operate on a 38kbps
clock rate.

Figure 5: Intelledex Vision System with control monitor and video camera
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The Controller Part

In a second 386 personal computer the data from the vision system are
processed. The PC is a standard computer with a 16 MHz clock. Since it is
necessary to send an analog signal to the actuator, an external D/A converter is
used to convert the digital value to an analog voltage.

Figure 6: PC with D/A converter
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The Actuator

This part of the system consists of the motor and power amplifier. The
analog signal from the D/A converter is translated as a current and fed to the
motor. Since the current of a DC Motor is proportional to the torque we can
therefore control the speed of the sled with an output voltage.

Figure 7: Power supply, servo amplifier and motor
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PHYSICAL RELATIONS OF AN INVERTED PENDULUM

Although it is not necessary for the development of a fuzzy logic controller
to have a precise knowledge of the process, we still need some idea of the process
to be able to find an acceptablesolution. For this reason we develop the equations
of motion of the inverted pendulum system. The following diagram shows the
forces and displacements of the system

VA

center of gravity

e

x,u

H
Figure 8: Diagram of forces

We see that the displacement of the sled at time t is x(t), while the angular

rotation of the pendulum is 0(t). The mass of the pendulum's bob is m, the
distance from the sled to the bob is 1 and the moment of inertia with respect to the

center of gravity J. The sled has the mass M. The forces exerted on the pendulum
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are the force mg in the center of gravity, which we assume to be the center of the

bob, the horizontal reaction force is H(t) and the vertical reaction force V(t) at the
mount of the pendulum.

m

d2

/ sin 0(t)1 = H(t),

dt2
22

m dd [I COS 0(0] = V(t) mg,

d2°,(t)

d 2x(t)
M dt2

= LV(t) LH(t) cos OW ,
=

H(t) F dx(t)
xt

In these equations friction is only accounted for the movement of the sled
and not for the bearings of the pendulum. Performing the differentiations indicated
we obtain

mi(t)+ mLO(t) cos 0(t) mL02 (t) sin 0(t) = H(t),
mLO(t) sin 0(t) mD52(t)cos 0(t) = V(t) mg,

Jo(t) = LV (t) LH (t) cos 0(t),
M = ii(t) H(t) Fi(t).

Also we assume that m is small with respect to M and therefore neglect the
horizontal reaction force H(t) on the motion of the sled. Eliminating those variables
yields

(J+ mL2)6(t) mg sin 0(t) + ma(t)cos 0(t) = 0
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Division of this equation by (./+ mL2) results in

6(0 '4

sin OW +.i(t)cos e(t) = o

where

Li =

(j+ mL2)
mL

This quantity has the significance of effective pendulum length. If we take
a closer look at the equation we see that for a control of the angle and angular
velocity we can use the acceleration of the sled. The reason for this is that the
acceleration results in a torque at the base of the pendulum since the inertia of the
ball leads to a force opposite to direction of the movement of the sled.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this chapter we will obtain the linearized equations of motion and
represent them in a state space form. We will also spend some time on analysing
observability and controllability and relate the findings to our experimental setup.

Again it is important to recall that this is done to gain the "expert knowledge" and
not to directly derive a controller, because a fuzzy controller is a modellers
controller. On the other hand, it is important to understand the dependencies of the
different variables to understand the limitations of the implemented system.

For a linearization of our equations we use the steady state as equilibrium
and linearize around this position. For small deviations of OW we use the
truncated Taylor series expansion
OW --. sin OW,

1., cos OW

and get

O(t)

. -4-0(0
LI

x(t)
I-1

We choose the components of the state as

x, = x(t),

x, = i(t),
x3 = x( t) + L, OW,

.x, = AO+ 46(4
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If we insert our equations of motion in our matrix we obtain

il = x2,

F

1

12 -UM
--)C29
M
M
:x3= x4,

3c4= At) = '[.x3

x1].

LI

In common vector notation,
0
0

i(t) =

0

1

F

M
0
0

0

O

0

0

0

1

-01

x(t)+ M u(t)
0

0

AL

0

To check whether the system is observable and controllable we have to
apply the test matrices for the different cases. In our practical realization we just
observe the angle 0 and derive the angular velocity with the difference of the angle
between two time instances. We therefore see, that the test matrix is of the form

1

0
1

0

Q

g1
LL
0

L

o

L

F1

_(1

ML-

_fir_.7.1F12
LL

A1)L

g1
LL

0
1

L

0

g1
L L_
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This matrix has rank 3 and the system therefore not observable. In reality
this means, that we cannot bring the sled to a complete stop or keep it in the middle
of the track. The only thing we can guarantee is that the pendulum will stay upright.
As a result of this behavior the sled will over time wander to the physical bounds
of the track and fall over due to the restriction. This imposes a constraint on the

duration of the experiment. The better the controller, the longer the time period it
can control the pendulum and the faster the reactions the smaller are the deviations
that have to be compensated by the sled.

To account for total observability, we would have to observe not only the
angle, but also the position of the sled. As a matter of fact we do observe the
position, but since we would complicate our fuzzy controller we will accept the
inevitable movement of the sled. So the position of the sled is just used to inhibit

the sled from moving into the mounts. A further discussion of the reasons and
implications concerning our choice just to observe the angle will be given in the
chapter describing the implementation of the controller.
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ACQUIRING THE DATA

To sucessfully control the inverted pendulum using vision information it is
necessary to seperate the whole task into two parts: data acquisition and control.
The vision system is responsible for acquiring the data and transmitting them to the

PC that determines the control command based on these values. In doing so we
need routines for I/0 and programs to handle the serial communication apart from
the main control program. The whole project was developed using C++ and small
assembly language programs for controlling the serial communication. In the
following chapter we use block diagrams and pseudo code to simplify the
understanding of the system, the source code is given in the appendix.

Data Acquisition

This task is performedby an Intelledex Vision System V-386HR which is

based on the 386 microprocessor and allows programs to run either in stand-alone
or host mode. Since the hardware is unusual compared to a normal PC we will
discuss first the configuration.

Vision System Configuration

As mentioned above the Vision System core is an Intel 386 microprocessor
running at 20 MHz. The computer has a fast A/D unit that samples the RS 170
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analog signal and writes the digitized data in a local array that is separated from the
main memory of the CPU. Because the camera sends the data of each frame for
15ms and pauses for 1.25ms during the vertical blank we use this window to copy
the information that we are interested in to the main memory. This gives us the
opportunity to manipulate the data and compute the angle and position of the sled
simultaneously before the next image is acquired. Since this process is much
shorter we can also transmit the the position of the sled and the angle over our RS
232 serial communication without losing image information. Since we aquire a
new frame every 15ms the host receives the theoretical maximum of 60 values for
the angle and sled position per second.
Vision System Unit
T

RS 170

Analog Signal

Digitizer

-4>" Display I/O

RS 232

Control Picture

Monitor

Mouse
iihN1H411:,

111

Wa-:77ga:a-aa rasa

Control PC

Figure 9:Blockdiagram of vision system
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The vision application program is written and compiled on the host
PC and then downloaded via the RS 232 into the vision computers nunvolital

CMOS program memory. The standalone hardware configuration flag can be set
so that every time the vision system is powered up the currently loaded program
will run. The vshell.exe preogram on the PC will allow the developer to edit,

compile, download and run a vision program from a single environment. To
develop a program angle.c that runs on the vision system we follow these steps:

1. Start vshell under DOS on the PC.

2. Edit the code using EDIT.

3. Use AUTOMAKE angle.c to compile and link the first time after
that just MAKE angle.c.
4. Run the program with RUN angle.c.

Embedded in the vision system is a menu driven interface that allows the
user to access most of the functions of the system. The menu driven user interface
uses the control monitor and a trackball/mouse device to choose I/O options (Load,

Run etc. ) from pull down menus on the control monitor screen. The menu bar on
top of the screen can be activated by pressing the right mouse button.

If it is desired to run the program on the vision system under supervision of

the PC we call the program IBMHOST.EXE on the PC. It pipelines strings written
by the vision system to the serial port directly to the PC monitor. This enables us to
see the computed angle and sled position as numeric values on the screen and is
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therefore an important tool to debug the software. It also gives us an indication of
problem arising from the high transmission rates over the RS 232 serial interface.

For our configuration it is necessary to set the system parameters to the
following values. Tis is done in the pull down menues on the control monitor
screen using the mouse. Since the memory is nonvolatile the set values remain

unchanged after a system reset.

standaloneflag

0

sio2robotflag

0

secsflag

0

trac kb allflag

2

pgminstflag

0

camera number

1

( if camera is connected to port 1)

gray scale

0

(6 bit quantization (64 gray scales))

camera type

0

sync type

1

externsync

0

monitor type

1

strobetype

0

paralell

0

(logitech mouse)

(black and white)

Table 2: Configuration parameters
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Acquiring The Angle

As we know, our video picture consists of 480 rows and 512 columns and a
vertical blank period to allow the beam to reach the upper left corner again. The
easiest way to determine the angle of the pendulum is to take two rows and find the
position of the greatest dark/bright transition. This position is represented as the
column number. Since we know the distance between the rows ( e.g., 400 lines)
and the columns ( e.g.,10 points) we can determine the angle by using a
trigonometric function. The following figure displays the above mentioned
procedure.

dist. horizontal
20

0
'<r)

(1)

420

480

vertical blank

512
0

512

Figure 10: Angle computation
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To be able to have reliable values for the angle we need a high contrast of
the video picture. To ensure this we painted the pendulum rod black and used a
white background. To detect the point with the greatest black/white transition in a
row we use a linear search algorithm that compares the contrast of the pixels and
returns the position of the one with the greatest dark value. Out of the coordinates
calculate the x and y distance and get the angle by a simple trigomnometric
function

tan () =

dist. hor.
dist. vert.

The following blockdiagram shows the program flow and it is important to
note that it can be aborted by a mouseclick since it is running in an endless loop.
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START

initialize system

detect if even
or odd frame

wait for vert.
blank

copy upper
line to mem.

copy lower
line to mem.
calc. theta

add offset
encode pos.

write data to
serial port

Figure 11: Block diagram of program angle.c

In order to protect the sled from running into its mount, we use the position
given in the lower row to determine five areas of the bed. They are decoded as
integer values and transmitted to the PC. In the following table we see the used
range in pixels.
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Position

Range

0

0-99

1

100-229

sled too far left

2

230-279

sled in the middle

3

280-399

sled too far right

0

400-480

inhibit movement

Describtion

inhibit movement

Table 3: Table of transmitted integer values

Serial Communication

The reason why we cannot transmit the original pixel value lies in the
length of the string that needs to be transmitted over the serial port. Although we
use the maximum speed of 38400 bps its setup proved to be more reliable with
shorter strings. In the standard case of small angles we transmit the following
message:

Position

Angle

X.X

Blank

X

String end character
Blank

a

To validate this also for negative values of the angle we add a 5 degree

offset to the value and eliminate the negative sign. The whole string therefore
consists at least of seven characters and is transmitted in about 1.45ms. The tranfer
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rate of the serial port can be adjusted using the fasthost(2) command under
IBMHOST.
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THE FUZZY CONTROLLER

As we have seen, the Vision System transmits the data over the serial port

to the Fuzzy Controller. The serial communication in our case is connected to port
COM1 which is important for the ability of the programs to find the data.This
computer is a standard 386 Personal Computer and is also programmed in C++.

The whole "program" consists hereby out of the main program and several other
software components that are responsible for data transfer or input/output. The

whole packet of programs is in C++ described as project. To give an overview the
following blockdiagram displays the different components.
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START
1

initialize system

key hit?
yes

key hit?

yes

no

v

new
data?

disable output

yes

read serial port

V

I

END

subtr. offset
os. and
theta OK'?

no

yes

v
fuzzify theta
fuzzify delta theta

print " invalid data"

write zero
to D/A port

fuzzy inference
defuzzification
I

write control
value to D/A port

Figure 12:Block diagram of pendulum.c
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To make it easier for the user to change parts of this program, it is devided
up in different functions. In the following we will explain the most important parts
of the project.

The function "read_the.c" reads the values from the serial port and is partly
written in assembly language. Due to this, it is absolutely necessary to have a path

pointer in the autoexec.bat, otherwise the C++ compiler would not be able to
compile and link the program parts. In out network environment, this is equivalent
to logging into the PC network. After the function has retrieved the information the
5 deg. offset is subtracted and the original value restored. Then the values of the
angle and angular velocity are checked if they are reasonable. This is necessary to
avoid controller reactions to false data. An error message is also displayed to warn
the operator about the false data. After this plausibility test the values are fuzzyfied
and with fuzzy inference rules combined. The fuzzy library matrices are given in

the file B:\LIBRARYS.DAT. The reason why we choose this format results from
the fact, that we can change the matrices without recompiling the whole program.
Since the process was trial-and-error many different value combinations had to be

tested to achieve a good performance. In the following figure the typical values for
the shape of the triangle that are necessary for the fuzzification of the angle and
angular velocity and for the defuzzification of the combined values are given.
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theta
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Figure 13: File "B ALIBRARIES.DAT"

The values for the FAM bank are also given in a file on the B: drive. The
function define_FAM bank () reads in the data from the disk and was developed
with the same goal as the fuzzy libraries userfriendliness. The rules for the output

are stored as a text with rows describing input theta from NL to PL and the
columns input delta-theta. This matrix has 7x7 elements and these elements
describe the output suggested by the FAM rule. Every value of this matrix can also

be seen as a IF - AND - THEN rule triple, or we could say that the whole system
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has 49 rules. In a later chapter we will see the importance of these rules for the
performance of the system. In our file we have the different output values encoded.
NL equals 0 and the value rises up to six.

0000123
0001234
0012345
0123456
1234566
2345666
3456666
Figure 14: FAM -Matrix

This matrix is also given in chapter 2 and described in detail.

Using the fuzzy centroid defuzzification scheme we then directly compute
the real valued output as the combined centroid of all the areas. This combined
centroid is the output of the fuzzy controller and written as binary value to the

adress of our D/A card. This D/A card translates the values from -2048 to +2048
in voltage levels ranging from -10V to 10V. This analog control command is then
fed to a servo amplifier. The amplifier does not just boost the available power of
the control command, but controls the current instead of the voltage. The reason

for this is, that the torque of the DC motor is proportional to the current, and we
therefore get a convenient method of manipulating the acceleration of our sled.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the performance of our fuzzy control system we found it
was necessary to store all the acquired data in one file on the hard disk. This was

done by a simple write command after the datafile was opened. To ensure short
access times we keep the file open during the whole control process and just append
the last measurements at the end. To avoid delays in the output of our control signal
we save our measurement values after we computed the output command. The
remaining time until the new angle and position measurement are available at the

serial port is still sufficient to store the old values without loosing data. To be able to
process the data with a spreadsheet program ( in our case Microsoft EXCEL) we
formatted the angle in a column with a precision of 0.1 degrees. The reason for this
low precision will be explained in a later chapter that focuses on the performance of
the vision system. The file can then be copied to any disk drive and manipulated
with the desired software.

In the following we will discuss three different data files that describe the

performance of the system. The first graph contains data that were collected over a
period of about 50 seconds. Unfortunately our controller proved unable to keep the
pendulum in an upright position for longer than about 6-10 seconds. Then the ball
had to be caught with the hand and stabilized. This results in spikes that can be
observed in the diagram. We see that the average amplitude that results from the
deviation of the pendulum is about 2.7 degrees. Furthermore, we observe that the
experiment has a characteristic frequency. The oscillations are hereby determined by
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the lag time, maximum acceleration, inertia and other influences. From the graph we
can determine the time period for one of the sinusoidal oscillations to be

approximately 400ms. To improve the performance it is therefore absolutely
necessary to reduce the response time of the whole system. This would in turn
reduce the amplitude and provide a more stable performance.
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In the following figure the longest time period during which the pendulum
could be controlled is displayed. the magnification gives a better view of the
behavior of the inverted pendulum.
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Figure 16: Diagram of angle versus time

This first set of data focuses on the long term aspects of our experiment and
displays the actual angular displacement of the pendulum. In reality we use the fact,
that we not only receive the angle, but also the encoded position to improve the

behavior of the system. This is done by adding an offset to the angle before the
fuzzification or, if the sled is too far on the edge of the table, we inhibit the
movement and terminate the experiment. If we receive a 2 we know the sled is in
the middle and we take the original angle. In case of a 1 we add 1 degree and
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"overcompensate" the movement. Now the controller reacts as if the negative angle

of -1 degree is zero and the sled moves over some time periods back to the middle.
Unfortunately our system is not able to stop there and so the sled keeps moving to
the right until it enters the region "sled too far right" with its numerical equivalent 3.
Now the offset of one degree is subtracted and the cycle starts again. If for some
reason the sled moves into the region 0 the movement of the sled is stopped by
inhibiting the output.

The following figure shows us that the described cycle was performed
several times before the experiment terminated. We see that at the moment when we

started the experiment the sled was not in the middle but too far to the left and the
controller overcompensated in order to move the sled to the right. Then we see that
the sled move through the middle and too far to the right side.
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Figure 17: Angular values after compensating for position error
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One problem that always has to be kept in mind is the alignment of the video
camera. If the camera is rotated with respect to the zero position we automatically
add an offset that moves our sled to one side. A misalignment of one degree can lead
to a total deterioration of the performance. For the purpose of calibrating the
experiment we have written a small C program that reads the values from the serial
port and prints them to the screen. Unfortunately the resolution of our video camera
is relatively poor and in order to have a reasonably big field of view, we have to
tolerate quantization steps of about 0.25 degrees. The impact of this fact on our
controller algorithm will be discussed later. We only point out now that we cannot
determine the zero position of the camera better than 0.2 degrees. In the following

experiment we found after evaluating the data, that the misalignment of the camera
was 0.7 degrees. This is determined by taking the median value over a reasonably
long data interval. Since we observe a statistical distribution with zero mean in the
ideal case we deduct, that the resulting mean value is the error.
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We just saw how the control system of the inverted pendulum performs.
Now we will investigate why it behaves in the described way and how the
components affect the performance. As we mentioned before the system can be
separated in two blocks and we will follow the already introduced diagram.

The Mechanical Part

As with every physical system, we make assumptions that simplify the
model representation of it. It is therefore important to consider if these
simplifications are valid, or if they lead to a deteriorated system performance. As
mentioned before, we assume, that the output control value (digital) is proportional
to the acceleration of the sled. First we know that the D/A card converts the binary
value to an analog voltage. This voltage in turn is fed into the amplifier that created
a control current that drives the motor. We know that a DC motor has the
characteristic that the output torque applied at the lead screw is proportional to the
input current ( with given constant voltage ) . This torque in turn is responsible for
the acceleration of the sled. As we can see, we made assumptions concerning the
linearity of the acceleration with regard to the binary value. This is in reality only

partly true. Our XY-table is neither without mass nor without friction. As a matter
of fact, it takes a considerable amount of torque ( current ) to overcome the friction
and move the sled. This results mainly from the lead screw mount, that is designed

to be precise and stable, but not to be fast. Even with lubrication on all moving
parts the problem of friction remains imminent and has a large negative impact on
the performance of the whole system. To reduce the inertia of our moving parts
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they are made out of wood due to its smaller weight. Still, a weight of the moving
parts well over 2kg remains and therefore a considerable inertia for the motor to
drive. To get an even better understanding about to physics of our actuator we have
attached a decoder to the lead screw and applied a square wave with a pulse width

of 200 milliseconds to the motor. This gives us the possibility to determine the step
response and delay times of the system. The time is chosen to be 200 ms because
this gives us some information that are related to our experiment since it also has a

periodicity of about 400 ms. In the following figure we see the behavior over a
longer time interval before we will concentrate on the details and interpret the data.
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We see, that the motor follows the output value with a delay and that the
position signal is subject to noise. The noise components are hereby caused by the

computer and not by the motor. The reason is that in intervals the computer stores
the accumulated data on the hard drive in intervals. This access interrupts the

acquisition of data and the timer count. The results are counting errors and
therefore spikes. In the following diagram we see how the velocity of the sled
follows the control input signal.
Normalized Control Signal / Velocity

INM

MEM

=la
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100

700

200
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ea,
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Figure 20: Sled velocity in relation to step input signal

From this diagram we see how much inertia and friction together with time
delays caused by D/A conversion and amplification affect the system. The
response delay is about 25 ms. Unfortunately the time scale for the velocity graph
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is not exactly the same as for the control signal. During the write cycles of the PC,
data is lost and this results in a slight time shift. Because of this reason the time
delay of 25 ms can only be determined from the very beginning. The sometimes
sharp changes in the velocity are also caused by missing measurement values. In
general, we see that it takes the motor about 100 ms to reverse its movement and
several hundred milliseconds to approach top speed.

The impact of the ball mass and rod length is another factor that influences
the cycle time of the oscillations. We know that the time period of the oscillation of
a pendulum is given by

t=27r11
g

and the corresponding dynamic equation is derived to be
e+ (0,2; sin 0 = 0

with

co2

°

= -41

This leads to the conclusion that the longer the rod the more time we have

to control the pendulum, but the bigger the deviations of the ball will be. We found
out in experiments, that for the length of about 70cm the performance is the best.
To move the center of mass to the top of the pendulum, the ball was introduced.

Here we had to find a compromise between stability and weight ratio. In general, it
is desired to have the relation between the masses as follows: bob>>rod, but this
leads to resonance effects and to the danger of a breaking of the rod if it falls over.
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We determined expermentally that the center of gravity lies at about 70 cm,
although the center of the bob is 75cm over the mount. This compromise is
tolerable and we experienced no noticeable problems.

One aspect that is neglected in our model is the influence of friction on the
movement of the inverted pendulum. It is now interesting to see how big the
differences in fact are. For this purpose we set up a free fall experiment with the

inverted pendulum without input to the motor. The data from the vision system
were written to a file and then evaluated. In the figure below, we see a graph that
shows us five experiments.
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We see from this experiment that the friction has a big impact on the
behavior for small angular values. This is especially true for values smaller than
0.4 degrees. If we just look at the plot for values over 0.4 degrees, the graphs are

almost identical. This allows us to take one graph as a good representative of the
whole class. This series of measurement values is now compared with our model

6-1-4sin0=0

with

(020

=1

to determine if there are other effects like air resistance that deteriorate the match.
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The Data Acquisition Part

One of the biggest problems in the whole experiment is that of precision in
the data acquisition. Not only is the data rate of measurements that we get very
slow ( 60 measurements per sec. ) but also they are not very exact. This results

from the fact that the whole field of view that we observe and in which the
pendulum moves is separated by 480 pixels. Noting, that our sled is guided by two

steal bars that are 60cm long we get a maximal resolution of 1.2 mm/pixel. We
recall that we calculate the angle out of the trigonometric relationship between the
constant vertical distance and the variable number of pixels in the horizontal

direction. We see the effect of this limitation when we examine the data. Soon we
notice that we get a resolution of about four measurements per degree. This means,

that if the pendulum is 0.2 degree off center this will go undetected. Further
implications will be discussed when we look at the controller. There have been

attempts to reduce the field of view in order to increase the resolution, but the gain
in precision did not compensate for the loss in room to move the sled. This comes
from another characteristic of the vision system, its lag time. As previously
mentioned, we had been able to achieve the theoretical maximum of 60

measurements per second. This results in a lag time of about 20-25 ms before the
data is received by the controller. The explanation for this is the time to acquire a

frame ( 16ms ) plus time for evaluation and data transmission. During this time
the pendulum still moves and changes it's position.
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The Controller

As we have seen, we have encountered a whole variety of problems in our

experiment. The performance of the controller will be therefore judged by the way
it handles them. One of the biggest problems is the fact that we have only a rough
quantization of the angle. We know that Fuzzy Logic is based on membership
functions and on the technique of inference. This means that a value is not only

member of one distinct set, but to a different degree member of several different
sets. Now, with our crude quantization we loose part of the flexibility of the fuzzy
system. Let us compare our FAM matrices to the range of angles that we can
obtain.
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Figure 23: Measurement values and Fuzzy centroids
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We also notice that in reality the range of the angle theta that is actually
used never exceeds 5 degrees. For bigger deviations the system turned out to be too
slow to compensate. This refers not only to the already discussed lag time of the

Intelledex Vision System, but also to the limitations of the motor in terms of
maximum speed. Our output values are therefore amplified to give the maximum
output current already in the case when the controller wants to apply a positive or
negative MEDIUM control force. Although we implemented a 7x7 matrix with 49
rules we effectively use only the core 5x5 matrix. This leads to another

deterioration of the controller performance. Let us recall the table with the Fuzzy
FAM bank matrix that is given in an earlier chapter as figure 1. To determine
which of the rules were actually used an array was programmed and the elements
of this array resemble the number of times that the specific rule was used.
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Table 4: Distribution of used FAM rules
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A very comprehensive and detailed discussion of the importance of FAM
rules and their impact on the performance of the control system can be found in
[KOSKO]. In this book the author also shows the clustering of pendulum control
data in few cells along the ZE diagonal. Since we use practical data in comparison

to the simulated results given in the book ( page 333ff ). our distribution is of
course not as clean as the one given. Still, we find the similarity obvious. In our
table we had to discretize the in reality almost continuos output command. In the
following picture we see that the 3D plot give us a plot of the distribution of the
output values.
Number of Occurances
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Figure 24: Distribution of used FAM rules
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It becomes apparent in this figure, that the absolute maximum is not at the
ZE/ZE location as we would expect. This is related to the fact, that our pendulum
oscillates in a sinusoidal manner. In this case the pendulum moves through this
"region" with some speed and this results in the considerable smaller number for
the use of the rule.

We will now discuss the effects of errors that occur in the acquisition of the

data on our Fuzzy Logic Control System. We recall, that the number of vertical
pixels limits the resolution. In addition we will sometimes get uncertainty from the

fact, that blur and changing lighting in addition to the fact, that the pendulum
might be slightly out of focus. The result is the fact that the same position of the
pendulum can lead to different measurements for the angle. We generally can only
guarantee a precision of about 0.2 degree. Now let us look at the effects that an

error of 0.2 degrees has on the output of our Fuzzy Controller. Let us first create
some hypothetical measurement values.

0, = 0.2

A0, =0.2

02= 0.4

A02= 0.2

03= 0.2

6,03= -0.2

04= 0.7

004= 0.5

05= 1.0

A05= 0.3

<

< ERROR real value 03= 0.4 ; A03= 0
follow-up ERROR real value A04= 0.3

Let us now look at the rule base and the respective values for the triangular
shapes.
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Figure 25: Fuzzy FAM bank

Let us now look at the output correlation minimum inference procedure for
the discrete timeinstant t=3 to see the differences between the real and the

measured values. It is important to note that we also get an error calculating A04
since we use the wrong angle.

First let us determine the rule triples that we will use

False:

If Theta is ZE and Delta Theta is ZE then OUTPUT is ZE

Correct:

If Theta is ZE and Delta Theta is ZE then OUTPUT is ZE
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We notice that the identical rules apply now it is important to see if the
output is also the same. For a better visual explanation we use the following figure
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Delta Theta
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ZE

1

0.8

0.8
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I

0

0.8

0.35

0
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0.35

0.2

0.2

Correct

Output

1

Output Value = 0
ZE

ZE

0

ZE

I

I

0

0.8

0.4

0.35

0.35
0

1

0

Output Value = 0

Figure 26: Comparison of Fuzzy defuzzification between correct and false values

Out of this figure we see that the error has no influence on the output
signal. This is of course a special case since only one rule applies and we have no
inference between different rules. Now let us look at the error at t=4 that also is a
result of the wrong angle. In this case the situation is much more complex. In the
error case we will have to deal with two rules in our inference procedure.
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They are:

If Theta is ZE and Delta Theta is PS then OUTPUT is PS
If Theta is PS and Delta Theta is PS then OUTPUT is PM

False

Theta

Delta Theta

Output

ZE

PS

PS

1

0.8

.8

07
PS
1

1

1

0.25

05
PS

PM

I

1

PS
1

PM
1

Output Value = 4.68

Figure 27: Inference procedure for the error case
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Let us now compare the output value of 4.68 to the correct value if no error
would have occurred. In this case not only two rule triplets would apply but four.

If Theta is ZE and Delta Theta is ZE then OUTPUT is ZE
If Theta is ZE and Delta Theta is PS then OUTPUT is PS
If Theta is PS and Delta Theta is ZE then OUTPUT is PS
If Theta is PS and Delta Theta is PS then OUTPUT is PM

This makes the whole graphical procedure very complicated and instead we use a
numerical solution to determine the output. Since we have implemented the

algorithm of the fuzzy controller on our PC we decided to make changes that enale
the program to calculate just the specific values that we are interested in. The result
that we get is an output value of 2.42. This result tells us, that the error results in an
output command that is almost twice as big as desirable. Considering the time
constants of the mechanical system we might be able to neglect the effects of errors

if they are spaced in greater distances but a number of errors that arrive shortly
after each other will most certainly disturb the system greatly. We have to consider

also that the pendulum angle deviations have an amplitude during the balancing of
about +/- 3 degree. If an error occurs at an extreme then the probability is high that
the motor cannot compensate the resulting angle because of it's mechanical
constraints. The result is, that the pendulum falls over.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As we have see in the previous chapter, our Fuzzy Controller is able to

stabilize the inverted pendulum for a limited time. In the following we will discuss
changes that might lead to an improvement of the behavior. Let us first critically
discuss our software implementation.

Software Implementation

We recall, that our Fuzzy Controller implementation is entirely written in
Borland C++. This programming language in combination with the operating

system MS-DOS 3.3 is no real time platform and this results in reentry problems of
subroutines. During the evaluation of our system we sometimes encountered
delays, that could not be explained with the behavior of the system. The reason is
instead the fact, that BIOS subroutine calls like file read/write or keyboard read

invoke subroutines, that might interrupt the program for a not specified time. To
ensure that this behavior is not occurring, it would be necessary to include real time
subroutines that are not part of the standard C++ packet.

Also the implementation of a predictor that estimates the position of the

sled for future time instances would be an improvement. The estimator could
reduce the lag time and in addition be a reference for the reasonability of the
measured angle. This would enable us to detect false data with a greater accuracy.
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To make the control of the inverted pendulum successful for long time
periods, it would also be necessary to observe not only the angle, but also the
position of the sled. We have seen during the derivation of the mathematical

model, that the angle alone is not sufficient enough to stop the cart let alone keep it
in the middle. Considering the position of the sled will turn lead to a four
dimensional Fuzzy system and the problematic of five dependent parameters. This
addition of 2 more states will render the manual tuning approach to determine the
fuzzy set values useless. It will be necessary to implement an adaptive Fuzzy

Controller that determines the optimal control parameters after a period of
"training". This will require major changes not only in the controller program, but
also in the data acquisition, since the position is not part of our control strategy.

Further problems arise from the fact, that we use the difference between
two angles as input for the angular velocity. Since the measurements are noisy and

have a great quantization error, we receive an even noisier value for the velocity. It
will depend on filtering techniques in the vision system to ensure a better
performance and a smaller error. At this point it is probable, that the quantization
error is one of the major problems of the system. We recall, that the system only
guarantees a precision of about 0.2 degrees. This big error could very well be
responsible for the sometimes erratic behavior of the sled. We found that the
normal deviations of the angle to keep the pendulum upright are about 3 degrees to

both sides of the equilibrium. An error in the fuzzy variable delta theta at this point
could very well lead to a control command that increases the deviation over the
recoverable limit of about 4-5 degrees. Unfortunately we have not been able to find
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a satisfying solution since an increase in precision would automatically decrease
the data rate and add to the delays in the system.

Hardware Setup

We already mentioned, that the mechanical components of our pendulum

are extremely oversized. This leads to friction and inertia and has a negative effect
on the performance. The mechanical time constants limit the response time and

prevent fast changes in the movement of the sled. To achieve an improvement it
would be beneficial to change the design from the lead screw X-Y table to a belt
driven configuration that is more responsive, has a smaller mass and less friction.

Another aspect is the use of a different camera to accelerate the acquisition
of data through the vision system. The Intelledex Vision System is able to give a
reset pulse to the video camera. This would make it possible to acquire more than
just 60 frames per second and also decrease the response time of the system.

Also we encounter problems that result from the limited resolution of the

video camera. The fact that we have only 512 pixels for our whole horizontal field
of view leads to great quantization errors and a low precision. It would be
extremely beneficial to improve the accuracy of the measured angle, since the
precision of the input data is of great importance for the controller.
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Concerning the inverted pendulum itself we assumed, that friction of the
pivot and air resistance are neglectable. This assumption seems to hold and the

encountered effects do not seem to have a major impact on the overall
performance.

Conclusion

After reviewing the whole project, it seem clear that it is necessary to
change substantial parts to achieve a really satisfying performance of our Fuzzy

Logic Control System. At this point it seems possible to stabilize the pendulum for
an infinite time if it is successful to increase the data acquisition rate by the factor 2
or better.

To build a predictor for the system it will be necessary to research the
mechanical system and find a reliable model of not only the inverted pendulum,
but also the motor characteristic including friction and inertia.

Since the mechanical time constants of our system are in the order of
several hundred milliseconds, the lag time of our data acquisition system should

not be the most critical problem. It might even be tolerable to increase the lag time
slightly if in turn the error of the data acquisition system can be reduced. If we are
able to increase the number of acquired values for the angle, we might use the
additional data to use overlay and averaging techniques to obtain a higher
precision.
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APPENDIX

Technical Data

The D/A Converter

To convert the binary value to a physical control signal we use the interface

unit of the analog computer Comdyna GP-6. We use the output f(t) and disregard
the other output functions. The analog computer itself just provides the +/- 15

Volts supply voltage for the internal D/A card that is plugged into the PC. The 12
bit converter on this card converts an binary value in the range -2047 to +2047 to a
analog signal with the amplitude -10V to 10V. To calculate the output amplitude
we therefore use the formula

F(t)=bin.value 10V
2047

To output our integer value we have written the C++ program

voidjdac(integer value). It sends first the low and then the highbyte to the port
address. The execution time of the program is about 9ps on our 386-16 PC. The
conversion time of the D/A lies at about 1µs for a 1V change. The program
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voidjdac(integer value) itself is given further back in the software section of the
appendix.

The Power Amplifier

To drive the DC Motor in the desired fashion it is necessary to amplify the
analog signal. Since we know that the toque of a DC motor is proportional to the
current we decided to use a pulse width modulated MOSFET H bridge drive with a
switching frequency of 20kHz. This Galil ESA 10-75 power amplifier provides the
following features:

*

four quadrant operation ( pos. and neg. voltage and current)

*

adjustable current limits

*

protected outputs

*

internal current control loop

The supply voltage of our experiment is 60 Volts and our output limits are
set to

*

continuos current Ic = 4 Amps

*

peak current Ip = 10 Amps
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These values are determined by the electrical characteristic of our DC

Motor and the torque limitations of the mechanical parts. To calculate the output
current we use the following formula
out _current = Upin6-019 G

The potentiometer T7 is set so that the gain of the amplifier is 0.8

AmpsNolt.

The DC Servo Motor

As actuator to move the sled a permanent magnet DC servo motor with
optical decoder is attached to the lead screw. Since we have a supply voltage of 60

Volts, the maximum speed of the motor is determined by the motor's back EMF
(Electro Motive Force) kv=20.7 V/kRPM. Therefore we get the maximum speed of
about
co

3000RPM

In the following table we see the physical characteristic of the motor
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Symbol

Parameter

Unit

Nominal

Tpk

Torque, peak

oz in

1500

Tc

Torque, continuous

oz in

151

kT

Torque sensitivity

oz in / amp

RA

Armature resistance

LA

Min

Max

27.9

25.1

30.7

ohms

1.03

0.87

1.18

Inductance of armature

millihenry

1.6

Ip

Amps of peak torque

amp

53.8

kv

Volts back EMV

volts/kRPM

20.7

18.6

22.8

J

Moment of inertia

oz in sec2

0.24

Te

Time constant, electrical

millisec

1.6

Tm

Time constant, mech.

millisec

4.5

0a

Armature temperature, max

deg C

155

Table 5: Characteristic data of DC motor

The XY Table

As we already mentioned, the DC Motor is connected to the lead screw of
the XY table that transduces the angular speed of the motor shaft to the
translational speed of the sled. The ratio of the linear motion to revolutions was
determined to be

L = lead = v/to = 1.25 cm / turn = 0.49 in / turn.
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Taking our maximum speed of 3000 RPM and multiplying with it we get
the max translational speed of

Vmax

= 62.5 an/sec.

When the sled reaches either one end of the table transistor switches are
closed. The output of these switches is connected to the inhibit input (Pin 15) of the
Galil power amplifier. The switches have to be provided with a positive supply
voltage and a ground signal. If one of the switches is closed the power drive will
output no current. This prevents the motor from damaging the mechanical
components in the case, that the software does not detect the position correctly.

Inhibit

Logic

Figure 28: Schematic of the protection switches
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Software Programs

Program angle.c
/**********************************************************************
FILE: angle.c

***********************************************************************I
#define TURBOC 1
#include <conio.h>

/* ANSI C include files */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <math.h>
/* INCLUDES */
#include <vledge.h>
#include <vconfig.h>
#include <vgraphic.h>
#include <vhardwar.h>
#include <vwindow.h>
/* CONSTANTS */

#define NUM_PIXEL 500
#define NUM_2_MOVE 500
/* horzLineMove
*

* Input
*
row
*
col
*
length
*
dstptr
*

* Output
*

*

rtn TRUE for error

FALSE for success

*

* Globals
*
None.
*

* Abstract
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* *memcpy (void *dest, const void *src, size_t n);
*1

int horzLineMove(int row, int col, int length, register void *dstPtr)
{

#define PEO 0
#define BUF1 1
register char *srcPtr;
VWIND Window;
/* GET A POINTER TO THE START OF IMAGE DATA */
/* Image data is stored sequentially in memory starting with
the top row of image data and advancing to the next row until
the end of the image is reached. To look a Pixel (U,V) we would
use:

pointerToUV = Ptr2Start0fImage + U *NumColumnslnlmage + V;
Note: vpemwindptr returns a pointer to the start of the image data.

*1

if(col+length>vncol()){
printf("Parameter Error\n\n");
return(1);
}

srcPtr = (char *)vpemwindptr(&Window,PEO,BUF1,"*ISEG");
srcPtr += col + row*Window.ncol;

memcpy(dstPtr, (void *) srcPtr, length);
return(0);
} /* horzLineMove */
/* firstDer
*

* Abstract
* Performs a deriviative operator on a linear array of pixels
*
*1

void firstDer( char signed pixelPtr[], int size )
{

register int i=0;
register int tmp, tmp2;
tmp = 0;
for(i=1;i<size-1;i++) {
tmp2 = pixelPtr[i+1] - pixelPtr[i-1];
pixelPtr[i-1] = tmp;
tmp = tmp2;
} /* for */
pixelPtr[i- 1] = tmp;

pixelPtr[i] = 0;
}
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/* MoveTimeTest
*

* Abstract
* Timing test of the horzLineMove()
*

* SecPerCall = 5.6Sec/30,000 = 0.19ms w/ 500 pixel moves
*

*1

void MoveTimeTest(void)
(

int i;
clock_t start;
char signed dstAry[NUM_2_MOVE];

start = clock();

for(i= 0;i<30000;i ++) {

horzLineMove(10,0,NUM_2_MOVE,dstAry);
} /* for */

printf("Time to execute %d clocks %d clocks/sec\n",(int)(clock()-start),
(int)CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
}

/*

* Code for testing the deriviative function
*/

void derTest(void)
{

int j;
clock_t start;
char signed dstAry[NUM_PIXEL];
vsnap(0); vsnapwaitQ;
start = clock();
horzLineMove(200,0,NUM_PDCEL,dstAry);
firstDer( dstAry, NUM_PIXEL );
#if 1

for(j=0;j<NUM_PIXEL;j++){
vplotline(470-dstAryW*dstAry[j],j,470,j,dstAry[j]>0?1:63,0);
} /* for */
#endif
printf("Time to execute %d clocks %d clocks/sec\n",(int)(clock()-start),
(int)CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
} /* derTest */
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void capture(void)
1

#define OFF 5
int i,cycles,maxPixel,maxPixelIdx1 ,maxPixelIdx2,pos_sled,frame,j;
clock_t start;
float Delta Vert, DeltaHorz, theta;
char signed dstAry[NUM_PIXEL];
char signed dstAry2[NUM_PIXEL];
vacquire(0);
vdig(0);
while (1)
{

/* for(cycles=0,start = clock();

clock()-start<CLOCKS_PER_SEC;
*1
cycles++){

frame = vsyncwait();
vacquire(0);
horzLineMove(20+frame,O,NUM_PIXELdstAry); /*changed from 200 */
horzLineMove(420+frame,O,NUM_PIXEL,dstAry2); /*changed from 400 */

/* FIRST LINE */
firstDer( dstAry, NUM_PIXEL );
for(maxPixel = 0,i=0;
i<NUM_PIXEL;
i++) {

if(dstAry[i]>maxPixel){
maxPixel = dstAry[i];
maxPixelIdx1 = i;
} /* if */
1

/* printf("%d\n",maxPixelIdx1);

*1

/* SECOND LINE */
firstDer( dstAry2, NUM_PIXEL );
for(maxPixel = 0,i=0;
i<NUM_PIXEL;
i++){

if(dstAry2M>maxPixel){
maxPixel = dstAry2[i];
maxPixelldx2 = i;
} /* if */
1

/* printf( " %d \n ",maxPixelldx2); */

/* calculate theta in degrees */
DeltaHorz = (maxPixelIdx1-maxPixelIdx2);
DeltaVert = 400 / vaspect();
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theta = ((atan( DeltaHorz/DeltaVert ) /3.14)*180);

/* determine pos of sled (left, middle, right) */
pos_sled = 0;

/* inhibit movement

*1

if ( maxPixelIdx2<400 ) { pos_sled = 3; } /* sled too far right */
if ( maxPixelIdx2<280 ) { pos_sled = 2; } /* sled in the middle */
if ( maxPixelIdx2<230 ) { pos _sled = 1; } /* sled too far left */
if ( maxPixelIdx2<100 ) { pos _sled = 0; } /* inhibit movement */
/* add offset of 5 degrees to angle to reduce transmitted
string by one digit */
theta =theta + 5;
printf("%3.1f %d a\n", theta, pos_sled );
/* CHECK IF:
theta positiv if pendulum to the right neg. if to the left*/
}

/* printf("cycles %d\n",cycles); */
1 /* capture */

int main(void)
{

capture();
vactual();
return(0);
1 /* main */
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Program pendulum. c
/*********************************************************************/
/*
/* Program pendulum.c
/* last update May 10, 1994
/*

/* Program controls inverted pendulum to keep it in an upright position
/* by Fuzzy Control.
/*

/* "ANGLE.EXE" has to be run on the vision computer 386 HR.
/* The current setting of the 386 HR is "standalone", that means that
/* include stdio.h, stdlib.h and boolean macros like AND for && */
#include "general.h"
/* include fuzzy set definitions and include files needed in fuzzy functions*/
#include "fuzzylib.h"
/* includes for serial communication with vision computer */
#include "serial.h"
#include "serial.c"
#include <conio.h>
/* needed by read_th() and output_fdac() */
/* function declarations */
void define_fuzzy_libraries (triangle *theta_lib,
\
triangle *delta_theta_lib, \
triangle *output_lib);

void define_FAM_bank (void);
void fuzzify (float crisp_value, fuzzy_library_type lib, \
float *fuzzy_set); /* fuzzy_set is in fact an array [1..7] */
float fuzzy_inference (fuzzy_set_type theta,
\
fuzzy_set_type delta_theta,\
fuzzy_library_type output_lib, \
FAM_bank_type
FAM_bank

);

int init_serial(void); /* this function is called by init_sys() */
#include "init_ser.c"
void init_system (void);
#include "init_sys.c"

int read_theta (float *theta, int *position);
#include "read_the.c"
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void output_fdac (int value);
#include "out_dac.c"
int fuzzy_control (float *time);

/* global variables */
FAM_bank_type FAM;
int
cluster[7][7];
void define_fuzzy _libraries (triangle *th_lib, \
triangle *d_th_lib, \
triangle *o_lib)
/* reads parameters for fuzzy-libraries from disk, the parameters are
changeable with a text-editor in the file "b:\LIBRARYS.DAT"

*1

{

float in_left, in_peak, in_right;
float left_slope, right_slope, area, centroid;
char dum[10];
int i;
FILE *in;
if ((in = fopen("BALIBRARYS.DAT","rt")) == NULL)
printf("cannnot open input file 'B: \\LIBRARYS.DAT'\n ");
else
{

fscanf(in,"%s",&dum);
for (i=0;i<7;i++)
{

fscanf(in,"%f %f %f %s", &in_left,&in_peak,&in_right,&dum);
left_slope = 1/(in_peak - in_left);
right_slope= 1/(in_peak - in_right);
area = 0.5 * (in_right - in_left);
centroid = (( SQR(in_right-in_peak) - SQR(in_left-in_peak) ) \
/(in_right- in_left) /3) + in_peak;
th_lib->left_x = in_left; th_lib- >peak_x = in_peak;
th_lib->right_x = in_right;
th_lib->left_slope = left_slope;
th_lib->right_slope= right_slope;
th_lib->area = area; th_lib->centroid = centroid;
th_lib++;
1 /* end for */
fscanf(in,"%s",&dum);
for (i=0;i<7;i++)
{

fscanf(in,"%f %f %f %s", &in _left, &in_peak, &in_right, &dum);
left_slope = 1/(in_peak - in_left);
right_slope= 1/(in_peak - in_right);
area = 0.5 * (in_right - in_left);
centroid = (( SQR(in_right-in_peak) - SQR(in_left- in_peak) ) \
/(in_right-in_left)/3) + in_peak;
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d_th_lib->left_x = in_left; d_th_lib->peak_x = in_peak;
d_th_lib->right_x = in_right;
d_th_lib->left_slope = left_slope;
d_th_lib->right_slope= right_slope;
d_th_lib->area = area; d_th_lib->centroid = centroid;
d_th Jib++;
1 /* end for */
fscanf(in,"%s",&dum);
for (i=0;i<7;i++)
fscanf(in,' %f %f %f %s", &in_left,&in_peak,&in_right,&dum);
left_slope = 1/(in_peak - in_left);
right_slope= 1/(in_peak - in_right);
area = 0.5 * (in_right - in_left);
centroid = (( SQR(in_right-in_peak) - SQR(in_left- in_peak) ) \
/(in_right-in_left)/3) + in_peak;
o_lib->left_x = in_left; o_lib->peak_x = in_peak;
o_lib->right_x = in_right;
o_lib->left_slope = left_slope;
o_lib->right_slope= right_slope;
o_lib->area = area; o_lib->centroid = centroid;
o_lib++;
1 /* end for */
fclose(in);
} /* end else */
} /* end define_fuzzy_libraries */

void define_FAM_bank (void)
/* reads FAM from a text file.
The text file contains a matrix of strings.
Lines are input theta from NL to PL.
Coloums are input delta-theta from NL to PL.
Entries are the output_class (NL PL or NO for no output).
Example: matrix[2,3] ="NS" means:
if theta=neg.small and delta-theta=zero, then output=neg.small"

char *dum; /* string of length 3 (two characters + NUL) */
char *nl="NL", *nm="NM", *ns="NS", *ze="ZE", *ps="PS", *pm="PM", *pl="PL";
char *no="NO";
int i,j,help;
FILE *in;
if ((in = fopen("13:\FAM.DAT","rt")) == NULL)
printf("cannnot open input file 'B:\\FAM.DAT \n");
else

for (i=0;i<7;i++)
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{

for (j=0;j<7;j++)
1

fscanf(in,"%s",dum); /* array used as pointer */
if ( ! strcmp(dum,nl) ) help=0;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,nm) ) help=1;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,ns) ) help=2;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,ze) ) help=3;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,ps) ) help=4;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,pm) ) help=5;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,pl) ) help=6;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,no) ) help=7;
FAM[i] [j] =help;

} /* end for j */
} /* end for i */
fclose(in);
} /* end else */
} /* end define_FAM_bank */

void fuzzify(float crisp_value, fuzzy_library_type lib, \
float *fuzzy_set)
/* creates the 7 fuzzy-set values corresponding to the crisp_value */
{

int i;
float x;

for (i=NL; i<=PL; i++)
{

if ( (x = lib[i].peak_x - crisp_value) > 0 )
*fuzzy_set = max( 0, (1 - x*lib[i].left_slope ) );
else *fuzzy_set = max( 0, (1 - x*lib[i].right_slope) );
fuzzy_set++;
} /* fuzzy_set points to the next address after PL */
/* if crisp_value is past the boundaries of the peaks of PL (or NL)
*1
the fuzzy-value for PL (or NL) should be 1
if (crisp_value > lib[PL].peak_x)
{

fuzzy_set--; /* now fuzzy_set points again to PL */
*fuzzy_set=1;
} /* end if */
else if (crisp_value < lib[NL].peak_x)
{

fuzzy_set-=(PL-NL+1); /* now fuzzy_set points to NL */
*fuzzy_set=1;
} /* end else */
} /* end fuzzify */
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float fuzzy_inference (fuzzy_set_type theta,
\
fuzzy_set_type delta_theta,\
fuzzy_library_type output_Iib, \
FAM_bank_type
FAM_bank )
/* product inference for triangle type output-fuzzy-library */
int i, j;
float weight, out_nom, out_denom, centroid, area;
fuzzy_coordinate out_class;

/* for each FAM-rule the weight is calculated and in the formula for
computing the centroid of superposed areas the appropriate values are
added in nominator and denominator */
for (i=NL, out_nom=0, out_denom=0; i<=PL; i++)
for (j=NL; j<=PL; j++)
if ((out_class=FAM_bank[i][j]) EQUAL NO) weight=0;
else if ( (weight = min(theta[i], delta_theta[j]) ) > 0 )

centroid = output_lib[out_class].centroid;
area
= output_lib[out_class].area;
out_nom += centroid * weight * area;
out_denom += weight * area;
cluster[i] [j] + +;

} /* end else if */
1 /* end for j */
} /* end for i */
if (out_denom != 0) return(out_nom/out_denom);
else
/* this else should never be applicable */

printf("error in fuzzy_inference: all weights=0 or all areas=0 \n");
return(0);
) /* end else */
/* end float fuzzy_inference */

void main(void)

int iterations;
float seconds;
init_system();
iterations = fuzzy_control(&seconds);
printf("done %d iterations in %3.2f seconds",iterations,seconds);

/* end main */
int fuzzy_control (float *time)
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/* controls the the pendulum by fuzzy control. Parameters of the controller
are changeable in the text file "LIBRARYS.DAT" and in the function
void define_FAM_bank (void).
output is the number of iterations done and the time it took */
{

int
float
float

pos;
crisp_theta, crisp_d_theta, old_theta, crisp_out;
max_dist=100; /* distance from center (in pixels)
where controller tries to get
pendulum back to center */
float
inhibit_dist=150; /* distance (in pixels) from center
where output to motor is inhibited.
System will be reset. */
fuzzy_set_type
theta_set, d_theta_set;
fuzzy_library_type theta_lib, d_theta_lib, out_lib;
FAM_bank_type
FAM_rules;
BOOLEAN
go_left, go_right, inhibit;
int
i ,j, iterations;
start, end;
clock_t
char
dummy;

for (i=0;i<7;i++)
for (j=0;j<7;j++)
cluster[i][jJ =0; /* initialize cluster */
define_fuzzy_libraries(theta_lib, d_theta_lib, out_lib);
define_FAM_bank();
printf("\n\nFuzzy controller \n");
printf ("
\n\n");
printf("Start and stop with any key hit\n\n");
dummy=getch();
printf("running\n");
start = clock();
old_theta =0;
iterations=0; go_left=FALSE; go_right=FALSE; inhibit=FALSE;
while (NOT kbhit() )
(

read_theta(&crisp_theta,&pos);
crisp_theta = crisp_theta - 5;
/* correction of offset */
crisp_d_theta = crisp_theta - old_theta;
if ( crisp_d_theta>4.9 II crisp_d_theta< -4.9 )
{ printf("read in unreasonable theta\n");
inhibit=TRUE;
/* supress wrong motor command */
}

/* correction of sled positon and protection of x-y-table */
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if ( pos == 3 )
( go Jeft=TRUE; /* Pendulum too far to the right */
go_right=FALSE;
crisp_theta -= 2.0;) /* end if */
if ( pos == 1 )
{ go_right=TRUE; /* Pendulum too far to the left */
go_left=FALSE;
crisp_theta += 0.1; ) /* end if */
if ( pos < 1 II pos > 3)
{ inhibit=TRUE; }

/* Pendulum dangerously far to the boundOaries */

if (crisp_theta < -15 II crisp_theta > 15) /* protect sled */
{ inhibit=TRUE; }

/* following old code */
/*

if (go_left) { crisp_theta += 0.6; if (pos<256) go_left=FALSE; )
if (go_right){ crisp_theta -= 0.6; if (pos>256) go_right=FALSE;}
/*"go_left" mode is on until the pendulum is in the center of the sled*/

fuzzify(crisp_theta, theta_lib, theta_set);
fuzzify(crisp_d_theta, d_thetalib, d_theta_set);
crisp_out = fuzzy jnference(theta_set, d_theta_set,out_lib, FAM);
old_theta = crisp_theta;
iterations++;
if (NOT inhibit) output_fdac((int)(crisp_out*0.8*2047/10));
else (
output_fdac(0);
printf("sled out of bounds\n");
inhibit=FALSE;
} /* end else */
) /* end while */
end = clock();
output_fdac(0); /* reset outpu2t when done
Serial_CloseQ; /* close COM1 to vision computer when done
*time=(end - start)/CLK_TCK;
for (i=NL;i<=PL;i++) /* print out "cluster" on screen
{

for (j=NL;j<=PL;j++) printf("%3d ",cluster[i][j]);
printf("i=%d \n",i);
} /* end for i */

1

return(iterations);
/* end fuzzy_control() */

*1
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Program out_dac.c
*/

file "out_dac.c"

/*
/*

*1

/* Function writes the integer value to the GP6 12 bit D/A interface
/* Analog value will be available on the output F(t) on the interface
/* panel.
/* Conversion is: int value Voltage F(t)
10 V
/*
-2047
0V
/*
0
/*
2047
-10 V
/*
linear inbetween

*/
*/

/* Includes: <conio.h>

*1

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

*/
*1

/*

*1

/*

void output_fdac (int value)
/* f(t) non-multiplying dac.

*1

/* -2047 will be -10y; +2047 will be +10V
{

char dum;
int kvalue;

if ((value>-2048) && (value<2048) )
{

kvalue=value;

kvalue«=4; /* ignore 4 highest bits; -2048<=value<=+2048 !!*/
dum=kvalue; /* dum=low byte; lowest 4 bits =0;
the 12 bit D/A will ignore 4 lowest bits of
*/
the two bytes sent to it

Ports used are Ox31C and Ox31D */
outportb(0x31C,dum&OxF0); /* send low byte; lowest 4 bits = 0 */

/*

kvalue»=8;

dum=kvalue;
outportb(0x31D,dum);
} /* end if */
else

/* send high byte

*/

{

printf("D/A output value out of range -2047<out<2047 \n");
}
}

*1
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Program read_fam.c
#include "general.h"
#include <string.h>
void main (void)
{

char dum[2];
int i,j,help;
int array[7][7];
FILE *in;
if ((in = fopen("BAFAM.DAT","rt")) == NULL)
printf("cannnot open input file \n");
else
{

for (i=0;i<7;i++)
{

for (j=0;j<7;j++)
{

fscanf(in,"%s",dum); /* array used as pointer */
if ( ! strcmp(dum,"NL") ) help=0;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,"NM") ) help=1;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,"NS") ) help=2;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,"ZE") ) help=3;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,"PS") ) help=4;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,"PM") ) help=5;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,"PL") ) help=6;
if ( ! strcmp(dum,"NO") ) help=7;
array[i] [j] =help;

} /* end for j */
} /* end for i */
fclose(in);
} /* end else */
1 /* end define_FAM_bank */
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Program read_ser.c
/****************************************************************************/

/********************** START SERIAL.0 ***********************/

/****************************************************************************/

#pragma inline
#include <time.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <dos.h>
#include "serial.h"

/********************* Reserve interrupt pointers **************************/
void interrupt ( *Old_Serial_Interrupt)O;
void interrupt (*Old_C_BREAK)();

/********************** COM Port Parameters *********************************/
int COM_ADD,
/* Base address of COM Port device
*/
*/
MY_COM_INT,
/* CPU serial interrupt number
*1
/* Current state of XOFF
COM_XOFF,
*/
/* COM error number
COM_ERROR,
/* Number of characters in input buffer */
COM_COUNT,
/* Input ring buffer input pointer
*/
IN_RBUF_IN,
/* Input ring buffer output pointer */
IN_RBUF_OUT;

unsigned char
CHAR_BUFFER[ CHARBUFFLEN 1;

/* new interrupt handler for z/
/****************************************************************************/
void interrupt C_BREAKO
{

Serial_Out(3);

}

*/
/* Serial Open: initialize the serial port for I/O
/****************************************************************************/
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int Serial_Open(int com,long baud,int bits,int stop,int parity)
{

long count;
int par,partype;

/* error check parameters */
if ((bits<5) II (bits>8))
return(-1);
if ((stop<l) II (stop>2))
return(-1);
if ((parity<0) II (parity>2))
return(-1);
if (parity==0){
par=partype=0;
}

else{

partype=1;
par=parity-1;
}

/* initialize serial port from parameters */
disable();
count=1152001/baud;
COM_ADD=peek(0x40,2*(com-1));
outportb(COM_ADD+3,0x80);
/* DLAB=1 */
outport(COM_ADD,(int)count);
/* set baud rate */
outportb(COM_ADD+3,(bits-5)+((stop-1)<<2)+(par«3)+(partype«4));
outportb(COM_ADD+4,0x0;
/* zero all line status */
outportb(COM_ADD+1,1);
/* enable serial input interrupt */
inportb(COM_ADD);
switch (corn) {
case 1:
case 3:MY_COM_INT=12;
break;
case 2:
case 4:MY_COM_INT=11;
break;
}

Old_Serial_Interrupt=getvect(MY_COM_INT);
setvect(MY_COM_INT,Serial_Interrupt);
Old_C_BREAK=getvect(0x23);
setvect(0x23,C_BREAK);

outportb(0x21,inportb(0x21) & (1 << (MY_COM_INT-8)));
inportb(COM_ADD);
IN_RBUF_IN=IN_RBUF_OUT=CHARBUFFSTART;
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COM_COUNT =O;
COM_XOFF =O;
COM_ERROR =O;

enable();
return(0);
}

/****************************************************************************/
*1
/* Close serial: restore original state and dissable interrupts
/****************************************************************************/
void Serial_Close(void)
{

disable();
setvect(MY_COM_INT,Old_Serial_Interrupt);
setvect(0x23,01d_C_BREAK);
/* disable serial interrupts */
outportb(COM_ADD+1,0);

outportb(0x21,inportb(0x21) 1 (1 « (MY_COMINT-8)) );
enable();
}

/****************************************************************************/
*/
/* Serial status: Return number of characters in buffer
/****************************************************************************/
int Serial_Rdy(void)
{

int c;

c=COM_COUNT;
if (c==0)
if (COM_XOFF) {
Serial_Out(XON);
COM_XOFF=0;
}

return(c);
}

/****************************************************************************/
*1
/* Serial input: Return next character in the serial buffer...
*/
if none then wait
/*
/****************************************************************************/
char Serial_In(void)
{

char chr;

while (Serial_Rdy()==0);

/* wait for character */

chr=CHAR_BUFFER[IN_RBUF_OUT];
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IN_RBUF_OUT++;

if (IN_RBUF_OUT>=CHARBUFFLEN)
IN_RBUF_OUT=CHARBUFFSTART;

/* wrap around buffer */

COM_COUNT--;
return(chr);

/****************************************************************************/

/* Serial interrupt handler: put incomming characters into circular buffer */
/****************************************************************************/
void interrupt Serial_Interrupt(void)
asm
mov
dx,COM_ADD
/* point to port address */
asm
in
al,dx
/* get character
*/
asm
mov
di,offset CHAR_BUFPER
/* point to buffer
*/
asm
mov
bx,IN_RBUF_IN
/* get char in pointer */
asm
mov
byte ptr DGROUP:[di+bx],a1 /* save character in buf */
asm
inc
COM_COUNT
/* increment char count */
asm
inc
bx
/* increment position */
asm
cmp
bx,CHARBUFFLEN
/* test for max position */
asm
jb
not_limit
/* if bx<max then jump */
asm
mov
bx,CHARBUFFSTART
/* point to start of buf */
not_limit:
asm
mov
IN_RBUF_IN,bx
/* save position
asm cmp
bx,IN_RBUF_OUT
/* test for overlap
asm
jne
no_overlap
/* if overlap then jump */
asm
mov
COM_ERROR,1
/* set error flag
no_overlap:
asm
cmp
COM_COUNT,XOFFCOUNT
asm
no_xoff
jb
asm
mov
ax,XOFF
/* get character to output */
asm
out
dx,al
/* send character */
asm
add
dx,5
/* point to lcr */
busy:
asm
in
al,dx
/* get status */
asm
test a1,060h
/* test transmitted character */
asm
jz
busy
/* wait until character sent */
COM_XOFF=!0;
no_xoff:
mov
asm
asm
out

a1,20H
20h,a1

/* enable interrupt IC */

1****************************************************************************1
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*1
/* Serial output: output character to serial port
/****************************************************************************/

void Serial_Out(char byt)
{

asm
asm
asm
asm
busy:
asm
asm
asm

mov dx,COM_ADD
/* get address of port */
mov ax,byt
/* get character to output */
out dx,a1
/* send character */
add dx,5
/* point to lcr */
in

al,dx

jz

busy

test

a1,060h

/* get status */
/* test transmitted character */
/* wait until character sent */

}

/****************************************************************************/

/********************** END sERIAL.c *****************************/

/****************************************************************************/
#define MAIN
#ifdef MAIN
#include <conio.h>
/* GLOBAL VARS */
#define COM1 1

#define COM2 2

#define DF_PORT COM I

#define DEFAULT_BAUD 38400
#define DEFAULT_BITS 8
#define DEFAULT_STOP 1
#define DEFAULT_PARITY 0
#define T_OUT 20.0 /* Max Move time Units:Sec

*1

int main(void){
clock_t start;
float interval=5.0; /* seconds */
char in,chrout, dum;
int i, k, hundred_theta, position;
char instring[30];
float theta;

Serial_Open(DF_PORT,DEFAULT_BAUD,DEFAULT_BITS,DEFAULT_STOP,DEFAULT_PA
RITY);
delay(200);
for(;0 != Serial_Rdy();)
/* read out old trash */
{

Serial_In();
}/* for */

for (k=0; k<500; k++)
1
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while (Serial_Rdy()==0);
for (i=0; 0 != Serial_Rdy(); i++ )

/* wait for character */

{

instring[i]=Serial_In();
}

for (; i<25; i++) instring[i]=";

/* fill up with some blanks */
instring[i+1] ='\0';
/* append null */
sscanf(instring,"%f %d", &theta, &position);
if ( (position>0) && (position<512) && (theta>-90) && (theta<90) )
printf("read %3.3f %d \n", theta, position);
}

return(0);
} /* main */

#endif

